
HOME LEARNING 

NURSERY Cut an apple in half and print an apple shape with it. Make a wiggly worm 
coming out of it and stick some pips inside. Can you count the pips?  
RECEPTION Use natural materials to make a garden scene on a plate or lid. Bring it in 
so that you can talk about how you made it, what you chose to use and why. 
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Friday 22nd June 

We have had a very busy week in Waveney class. Our theme book 

this week has been Yucky Worms by Vivian French. We have been 

busy making our names with playdough, wool and string worms. 

Nursery have been working on developing their pincer grip using 

spring chopsticks to pick up woollen worms. In maths, Reception 

have been working on counting coins, including money games on 

the interactive whiteboard and we cut worms to halve and double 

amounts. We put days of the week in order using Mr Worm’s week. We also wrote 

sums to go with a counting along a numbered worm game. The nursery children 

put counters and fingerprints on to number shaped worms and used prepositions 

to place worms in/on/under/beside/ in front/behind a flowerpot. Reception wrote 

facts about worms and made wormy books. Outside we planted some seeds and 

dug for worms. We talked about caring for plants and identified parts of a plant, 

cutting up flowers and looking at them through 

magnifying glasses to investigate them. We Painted flowers 

and made garden scenes in trays. We had fun making 

paintings with string. Nursery did lots of threading with 

pasta tubes, cotton reels and Cheerios to make long worms. 

Some of the children challenged themselves to make a 

playdough worm longer than the longest actual worm in 

the world. Thank you, Oscar, for bringing in a wormery – we 

have enjoyed watching the worms! 

REMINDER If you haven’t already done so, please can you return the school trip 

letter slip and payment as soon as possible. Thank you. 

 

This week’s stars of the week are Oliver Oldridge and Kayden Berry. 

Oliver has worked really hard and has been exceptionally kind and 

helpful. Kayden has been doing good turn taking and sharing. Well 

done, Oliver and Kayden, we hope you have fun with Star the Pony and 

Sparkle the Bear.  

Have a lovely weekend! The Early Years Team 

 


